PROJECT PROFILE
GEOPHYSICAL CHARACTERIZATION OF A PREHISTORIC SITE
The Putnam County Development Authority (PCDA) was planning to develop farmland at a 10-acre site adjacent to the Kanawha River about one
mile southeast of Fraziers Bottom,
West Virginia. Phase I level archaeological studies had been conducted over
the entire property in the 1990s, and
the northern portion of the site had previously been identified as an archaeological site. Artifacts recovered from
the site during the Phase I studies and
other artifacts collected during earlier
studies indicated that the site had been
occupied during the Early and Late Archaic and the Early, Middle and Late
Woodland periods.
The problem facing the archaeologists
in characterizing the Putnam County
site was where to initiate digging. The
earlier Phase I studies had identified
only scattered locations of artifacts and
the excavation of 10 acres was not practical. The site archaeologists needed
“targets,” and a screening of the site
employing geophysical techniques was
determined to be the best way to initiate
characterization of the site.

D’Appolonia was retained to use geophysical techniques to identify the optimum locations to perform archaeological digs. Three
geophysical techniques
were employed at the
site: magnetic gradiometry, DC resistance and
DC resistivity.
The results of the geophysical field survey
utilizing the three techniques describe above
indicated the presence Geophysical surveying at the Putnam County site with a
of significant number of cart-mounted EG&G G858G magnetic gradiometer.
cultural disturbances.
Specifically, the results of the magnetic Only one of the Phase I trenches had
gradiometer survey identified the pres- been located over a geophysical anomence of probable fire hearths and also aly, and this was the only trench to have
the location of the exploration trenches been terminated because an archaeofrom the previous Phase I studies, logical feature had been encountered.
whose location had not been recorded. The results of D’Appolonia’s geophysiThe DC resistance measurements iden- cal exploration program allowed the
tified numerous circular features that PCDA to construct a drainage ditch
the DC resistivity profiles subsequently across the site with minimal impact to
areas of archaeological interest.
indicated were probable pits.

Interpretation of geophysical data superimposed over results of electrical resistance
mapping and depicting a representative DC resistivity profile.

